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FZ09 FAQ
1. What is the FZ09?
The FZ09 is our new six speed transmission, fuel injected, water cooled spec. engine and GET Brand ECU
ignition made exclusively for U.S. Legend Cars International. The target HP is 130+.
2. Will this engine use the stock Yamaha FZ09 ECU? Will competitors be able to tamper with their ECU and reflash it for better performance?
No, it will have a proprietary GET Brand ECU box that has been made specifically for Legend Cars.
3. How will INEX tech the ECU’s to make sure the playing field is level for everyone involved?
We will tech using diagnostic test, and swap outs.
4.

Will INEX be adjusting the weight requirements for the cars equipped with this engine in the INEX Rulebook?
This new engine is lighter than the current XJ 1250 engine. Therefore, the car weight requirement will differ
based on which engine you run…see rulebook for more information.

5. How long will I be able to race my FJ 1200 or XJ 1250?
Although the FZ09 is featured in the 2018 rulebook, there will not be a mandatory switch over to the new
engine. It will blend in with the current engines being used in Legend Car Competition now. We have no plans
to outlaw the FJ 1200 or XJ 1250.
6. Will US Legend Cars still rebuild my XJ 1250 in 2018 and beyond?
Yes.
7. Will this new engine be sealed?
Yes.
8. Will I need to make changes to my chassis to be able to install the new FZ09?
There are no chassis changes; but because this engine is fuel injected, there will be some modifications to the
fuel system.
9. Would I be able to make the required changes to my Legend Car on my own or will I need to take it to my
dealer or USLCI?
Yes, it is possible to do the installation yourself. When you purchase a new engine, all things needed to switch
from XJ 1250 to FZ09 will be provided. All FZ09 engines and components must remain stock, as delivered by
USLCI.
10. What will a typical rebuild cost me?
Not only will the rebuild cost of the FZ09 be less expensive; this being water cooled engine; the service life
will be dramatically longer.
11. What is basic introductory pricing?
Complete new engine package will include all parts needed to make the switch; this includes radiator, fuel
system, engine mounts, wiring, etc. Retail price: $7,199.
12. Can I run the same gear as I have before at my track?

Gear ratio and ballast changes may be necessary due to the weight and transmission difference of the FZ09
engine.

If you’d like more information on this please call U.S. Legend Cars – 704- 455-3896

